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182 CHAPTER VI

the author's voice demonstrates at the end oÍ De naturø deorum, pro-

nouncing against Cotta, even though Cotta is the host and the oldest

participant. The characters demonstrate the norms of Roman philo-

,opt i."t discussion.s3 Philosophizing was as honorable an activity as

arrdirrg in the Forum, and its conventions were similar' This was im-

portarrl, and not only to a flgure such as Cicero' If philosophy led to a

good life, a vitø beøtø, as all schools maintained, then the practice of

ihitoroptty must itself follow the norms of such a life'84

unlike religion, philosophy offered a comprehensive model for the

conduct of alife. Religionwas one object among others that one could

reflect about, but it could not be separated from everyday religious

practices. could it be that its dignity was of a loft ier sort, even for the-

ãretical purposes, than cicero allowed cotta to assume? The tradi-

tional .olt, too.h"d upon only anecdotally by Cicero' is exhaustively

portrayed by his .orrt"-po'"ry Marcus Terentius Varro (tß-t'7 sc)

in Aniiquities of things humøn and diuine' In one sense an accumula-

tion of historical-ethnographical scholarship, this latter work is also

driven by the assumption that religion itself might become a philo-

sophicalresource,andmightatitsearliesthistoricallevelscontain
philorophi.al insights'8s The original absence of imagery in Roman

.olt (no matter how much Varro might apply his imaginative Powers

to some details) argued in support of this view'

It therefore transpires that "religion" as a concept was not a topic of

theoretical reflection until the late Republic, and even then only in ru.

dimentaryterms.Buttheveryfactthatsomeindividualshadapplied
themselves to systematizing religious experience and religious activity

and the interpretations thereof had a pronounced effect. It fundamen-

tally altered traditional activity and authority. It is scarceþ possible for

us,then,toimaginethegreaterimpactthatwouldbefeltwhenreligion
all at once tookwritten form andbecame a matter of record'

VII
The Redoubling of Religion

in the Augustan Saddle Period

THE FIRST CENTURY BC TO THE FIRST
CENTURY AD

r. Restoration as Innovation

In his Antiquitøtes rerum humønørum et diuinørum, probably dedi-
cated to the pontifex maæimus Gaius Iulius Caesar in 47 nc, Varrot
intention is not merely to sum up older "traditions." Rather he intends
to present philosophical reflections on the nature of deities, and or-
ganizes his work so as to treat the subject with encyclopedic thor-
oughness. After an introduction, he writes about human actors
(priesthoods), about cult places, about the times and types of feast

days, about rituals, and finally about gods, both established deities
and those whose shape or personality is less certain.r Varro himself
had held various magisterial posts, and as recently as 49 BC had led a

legion as Pompeyt proquaestor, but he had never held a priesthood.
He relied, ther¡ neither on his own experience nor on practical knowl-
edge, but on the investigation of sources and on etymology, and on
what he could glean from these about changes in religion over the
course ofhistory, and, finally, on philosophical reflection. Who, where,
when, what, and above all for whom: these were the fundamental
themes ofhis inquiries into religious activity.z
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184 CHAPTER VII

The knowledge thatVarro sets out, while systematized' is no longer

dependent on the approval of other aristocratic actors, although he

p1".", it at their disposal, and intends it for them'3 It is now-and this

is critical-the learned specialist who decides what has taken place in

the past and how the knowledge of it ought to be presented' It is no

lorrg", the ancesto ts (møiore) who speaþ their mouths made to utter

.orr","-porury claims that are alleged to b e mos møiorum:ttaðition"'4

SuchacritiqueasVarro,scouldnotberestrictedtodevelopmentsin
Rome alone-such as the early abandonment of the aniconic cult

postulated by Varro-although Rome is where its author' through

ioy"tty, grounds it. And it could also address itself to other specialists,

even those whose freld was religion, as when Varro ProPoses to en-

lightenthepriestsinSamothraceastothecharacterofthepenates
vãnerated there.s What Cicero had already touched upon in his uni-

versalizing proiect On theløws isnow consistently implemented' and

without reliance on priests as arbiters: religious knowledge is no lon-

ger the property ofthe aristocracy, or even ofpatricians'ó Caesar-

priest and patrician but above all dictator-seized the occasion and

appointedVarro to head his library project: which' however' came to

,roitti.rg owing to Caesar's assassination and Marcus Antonius's per-

secution of Varro, whom Augustus was then to take more thoroughly

under his wing.

Why was knowledge increasingly claimed and generated by spe-

cialists? The fact that óicero refers to the problem of newly imported

or immigrant cults in the very first paragraphs of his religious laws

shows the extent to which his contemporaries were aware of changes'

andoftheformsthosechangestook.Itwasnotonlyaquestionofcult
practices from outside the Aegean orbit, such as the worship of Isis' a

goddess indigenous to Egypt, or the occasional banishment from Rome

in pr"rrio.r, ã"."d", of philosophers, rhetoricians' specialists inJew-

islicult, and finally the astrologers;7 other factors probably came into

play, less visible, but productive of long-term changes iust the same'

Such were the conse{uences of the Second Punic War and above all

theSocialWar,withitsrapideffectsonmigrationandlinguistic
developments, for social and economic development in ltaly' The
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increasing Roman presence in Greece was to have similar conse-

quences, motivating intellectuals to reinvent their traditions.s
In Ital¡ the slow changes in religious practices, such asthe decline

of votive offerings, owed perhaps more to a reorientation of the man-
ufacturers than to a reduction in demand.e At the same time, through-
out Ital¡ terracotta reliefs depicting scenes from Greek mythology
were becoming increasingly prominent as donations in temples. In
the context of religious communication, these aided in the dissemi-
nation of the Greek themes they depicted. Catullust epithalamium
(carmen 64) relating the marriage of Peleus and Thetis may have re-

flected such developments;10 and the groups of statuarywith Niobids
at Sosius's Temple ofApollo in Rome are also symptomatic of this in-
creasing presence of things Greek.ll Roman aristocrats borrowed
from the Etruscans as well, installing marble candelabras in their houses

in free imitation of archaic Etruscan bronze incense burners.12 There

was a superabundance of the old and the utterþ new, and it was no

longer possible to keep them within bounds by mere assertion of the
vague code of conduct as yet still shared by the elite. Varro himself
arranged to be buried in the style of the Pythagoreans.r3

Augustus

Gaius Octavius, the future Augustus, was eighteen years old when
Caesar was assassinated in 44 BCt and he became Caesart heir and

adoptive son, Gaius Iulius Divi filius Caesar. Even as his generals were

defeating his opponents at Philippi, Naulochus, and Actium, he kept
constantlyin mind his own plans for dominance, set against the back-

ground of the fate suffered by Caesar. He appears to have concluded
that success in ending the civil wars and establishing his own position
could not be achieved by further political upheaval, but would be bet-

ter served by restoring the common câuse, the "Republic": a political
program that even figures as a rallying call in the Civil War texts
belonging to the Corpus Cøesøriønum.laA lengthyprocess led to the
creation of a position of power within the framework of the old, es-

tablished offices and rules that governed the exercise of power until
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Augustus's death in ap 14. Authoritywas informal or granted only on

a temporarybasis.ls Against this backdrop, the "restoration" was both a

program and a path of least resistance that, in individual instances,

led to surprising results. At the same time, in view of the abundance

of available traditions and tendencies, the correlations with the basic

outlines of varro's approach are striking. This orientation toward the

antique, toward Greekmodels defrned as "classical," belies the radical

nature of the innovations concealed within the proclaimed "restora-

tion of freedom to the republic."ló In view of the comparatively healthy

state of our sources for the late Republic, it is noteworthy that what

was fepresented as tradition by actors in Augustus's circle in many

cases had no actual antecedents, or at least none that were convinc-

ingly similar to what was being put forward.

Augustus and his contemporaries no doubt made very conscious

use of religious communication in this process, but they did not speak

of any clearþ delimited field called "religion"' In The Deeds of the Di-

vine Augustøs, written at the end of his life and promulgated in the

form of monumental inscriptions in Latin and Greek-parts ofwhich

from Ankara, Antiocþ and Apollonia survive-Augustus speaks of

his priesthoods in the course of listing his offices, mentions vows

pledged to him and altars dedicated to him under the heading of
"honors received," names temples built and restored by him in the

context of disbursements from his own purse, and likewise the games

and theatrical productions that he sponsored.tT When, however, it is a

question of honors and expenditures visible in Rome, of communica-

tion with the populace (especially the citizens of Rome), religious

practices and institutions offer by far the broadest field of action'

Setting aside political assemblies with their modest infrastructure

of comitíum and curiø,it was primarily religious activity that consti-

tuted the þublic" domain in any substantial sense. It is clear from the

framing of Augustus's account that his unchallenged military Power

and a world empire were the prerequisites for the Augustan project,

for they were the source (we are to understand) of the necessary fi-

nancing. We shall come to speak of this imperialist effect and the reli-

gious strategies ofvictors and vanquished in the next chapter.
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Networks

Knowing the right people was central to success. But how did net-

working function in Rome? Military functions were performed out-
side of the city. And magisterial offices within the city were merely
annual appointménts. The most consistent support for network-
buildingwas to be found in lifelong senatorial offrces andpriesthoods.
The latter operated in a tandem fashion, members of priestly colleges

having normally served in magisterial offices that then brought them
a seat in the Senate. But priestly colleges were also family affairs, meet-

ing in private houses in circles of manageable size. Augustus was ap-

pointed pontiffat Caesart instigation when he was still Gaius Octavius,
probably at the end of 47 nc. He continued on the same course after
Caesart death, having himself co-opted as augur in the course of his
consular year (a3). He became quindecimvir søcris faciundis after the
Treaty of Misenum, perhaps as early as 39, at the latest in 37 and sub-

sequently epulo, ørual, and sodølis Titü.r8 He thus obtained admission
to the most important colleges, and, once arrived at this level, enjoyed
contacts with the families of the Aemilii, Antonii, Appulei, Caninii,
Claudii, Coccei, Cornelii, Domitii, Fannii, Fonteii, Iunii, Licinii,
Marcii, Mucii, Munatii, Pompeii, Scribonii, Sempronii, Sosii, Statilii,
Tullii, Valerii, and Vipsanii.re This was certainly a deliberate strategy,

and a definitive change from the time when the pontifical college was

dominated by Marcus Antonius and M. Aemilius Lepidus, installed
byAntonius in 44 ¡c. As earþ as 38 nc, however., having meanwhile
been promoted to the status of Diuiflius, he gave a demonstration of
how this same college functioned by asking it for an opinion clarifying
the inheritance implications of his marriage to Livia, who was preg-
nant by her former husband Tiberius Claudius Nero. What Tacitus later
described as "derision" on the part of the college2O may have been as

much a demonstration ofpower as an unprecedented expert opinion:
Nero, like Augustus, had been a member of the college providing the
opinion. In any event, personal aflairs had in this way become a sub-
ject of public debate, and were decided by a process of religious
communication.
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the horse that had enabled the Greeks to enter Troy and destroy the

city. That mythwas reprised in scaenic games in Rome, so impressing

one contemp orãÍft the poet Virgil, that he invented the scene in the

,A,eneidwhere the priest Laocoön throws a lance at the wooden horse:

an occurrence not found in the Greek epic tradition.2a In both cases,

the suppression of the rebellion and the declaration of war, the ritual-

ization remained without sequel, for at least two hundred years in the

case ofthe fetiales.

The future Augustus, who in the meantime presided as a perpetu-

ally reappointed consul, made a similarþ profound and probably also

original reference to "tradition" (or, more precisely, to Varrot conceP-

tion of it) with the reorganization of the Arval Brethren. Until now,

he had confrned himself to finding ways to pack the membership of
existing priesthoods, and, by having himself co-opted as a member,

turn them into a network with himself in a controlling position.2s At
the time when he wrote the Deeds, he was still able to boast that some

r7o priests stood at his side at the time ofthe Battle ofActium (3r nc).2ó

So as to be able to continue proactively frlling priestly offices at the

end of the Civil War, in z9 nc he obtained the right to appoint new

patricians from plebeian families, thus at the same time underlining

the special status of religious authority; this in parallel with his þurge"
ofthe Senate, which excluded r9o members. The reorganization of the

sanctuary of Dea Dia at the fifth milestone of the road leading from

Rome to the southwest gave Gaius Octavius occasion to put splendid

shape to his designs.2T

The contractor charged with the project saw before him a sanctu-

ary fronted by a temple of Dea Dia, dating to before the second cen-

tury nc.28 The redevelopment would occupy more than two hundred

years. Probably from the Flavian period onward it also included a

complex referred to as a Caesøreum, and from the Severan period an

ever-lengthening axis comprising the sanctuary, a temple of Dea Dia,

an altar, the Cøesareum, apoftico, and a bathhouse, the latter extend-

ing toward the Tiber and skirted by a hippodrome (fig. 3o). One of the

earliest elements of incipient monumentalization was the erection of
marble steles on which the records of the Arvals were inscribed at the
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end of each year, beginning perhaps in that very year of z9 nc, and

thus preserved in perpetuity. So as not to begin with blank tablets, an

initial ensemble of four steles, each 86 cm wide by zzo cm high, offered

a calendar (føsti) with a list of magistrates in the space beneath.2e

What was to become the largest surviving coherent collection of in-

scriptions in Rome was, from the beginningr the ritualization of a cult

space in which "brethren" newly recruited from the first families of
Rome would play roles, the status of which (compared to'the older

priesthoods) was not yet known. Even the new priests had yet to be

convinced. They received lavish assurance, at a superfrcial level at least,

in the form just described: marble plaques bearing their own names.3O

But it was not merely a question of monumentalization. Tents (papil-

lione) were erected at the entrance of the entire complex to serve as

accommodation for the Arvals. These made plain at the level of felt,

personal experience that the purPose here was not urban, sited in this

rural place by some happenstance, but deliberately agrarian. The com-

plexwas intended for communication with Dea Dia, and its aim was to

bring about successful seedtimes and harvests. The main festival was

movable in relation to the calendar, although variations were only

slight, and accomplished by the magistrates through the medium of

public announcements. In this sense, the occasion imitated the similar

movability of other festivals of seedtime and harvest, expressing

graphically in terms of a universal experience of time what was in
terms of space a private matter confined to the Arvals themselves.

It is to be assumed that the Diui filius was pursuing still further-

reaching strategies when he reorganized a priesthood that boasted

mythical connections with Romulus. Romulus, founder of the city,

was at this time a figure with whom Augustus was in many ways keen

to associate himsel{, one whom he favored as prefiguring his own

role.3l It was perhaps the critical emphasis under Caesar on Romulus's

role as a king that eventually disabused him of the idea, even though

Romulus himself remained important.32 Reø was a concept diametri-

cally opposed to libertøs, and one that late Republican historians,

relying on Greek theories of the state, had proscribed in respect of

Roman history. In the end, inJanuary of 27 Bc' Octavian's advisors
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3o. Plan of the sanctuary of Dea Dia in La Magliana, Rome. Drafted by

John Scheid. Copyright École Française de Rome. Reproduced by
the kind permission of the École Française de Rome.

brought offthe brilliant gambit of offering him the honorific epithet
øugustus, an adjectivewith numerous sublime religious echoes, of øugur
and augurium,b:ut unburdened with historical allusions to kingship.33

It was to become his proper name, and eventually the descriptive term
for the leadingposition in a new Roman monarchy.

there was nothing honorary about priestly office. It carried with it
an obligation to action, to religious communication. In this way it af-

forded connection to a network upheld by regular interaction among
its members. For the Arvals as in the case of other colleges, formal
meetings and rituals were often held in the house of their annually
changing møgister.3a This both enabled and defined contacts between
male members of different clans, and it did not only affect those indi-
viduals whose election had brought them to prominent positions
within the senatorial class. Perhaps already in the context of his new

interpretation of the fetiales, Augustus had also given renewed
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attention to the groups of the sølü Paløtini and Collinl, formed of
young aristocrats, and presumably now differentiated for the first

time one from the other. The same attention was given to the Luperci,

from now on occupied by members of the equestrian class, and per-

haps (after Caesar's attempts at differentiation) consolidated and

reduced in numbers. Finally, Augustus was interested in the various

priesthoods of fictitious or defunct Latin communities whose

priests were appointed from Rome.3s

The reorganization of Rome's districts into fourteen regions com-

prising zó5 neighborhoods (vici),begun after Augustus's election as

pontifex møximusin rz nc and completed in 7 nc, allowed him to con-

fer important aspects of network formation to persons from distinctly

lower social strata. By treating the vicomøgistri as priests, he enabled

them to find their own respective publics and roles in religious com-

munication with the localløres. This did not involve the kind of hier-

archical chain of communication that would have led from the 265

times two magistri, via the regional curatores, to higher magistrates,

and finally to Augustus: the link with Augustus was direct, and it too

was maintained through religious communication. It had been Au-

gustus who had transferred the cult to these communities in his role

as pontifex maximus; they remembered this as a historical event, and

recognized it each in their own particular reckoning of eras, which

sometimes varied from neighborhood to neighborhood, with lavish

marble altars, and on occasion in their own lists of incumbents.36 If
Augustus had no actual presence as a member, he was symbolically

present in the form of the Genius Augusti, which was included in the

cult of the løresz at an appropriately large number of small, sacralized

sites at crossroads (compitø),Augustus himself was iconographically

visible above the heads ofhis functionaries performing their rituals.3T

Rituals

Not every religious innovation required new Personnel. Many simply

brought new narratives, installed along with claims as to their antiq-

uity. For the Augustan poet Virgil, the mere opening of the doors of the
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Temple ofJanus was symbolic of war.38 The openin g of a portø rønuø-
lis, a gate adjacent to the Forum and spanning the Argiletum, may
once have been carried out as a ritualized gesture by a military com-
mander upon setting offfor war, or at least some such story may have
been told. varro in any case knew about such things, and he courd
also cite older writers.3e As no one, after passing through the gate,
would have inquired whether it was open or closed, this gives rise to
the question as to why a door should be opened during a war, when
caution would surely have dictated that it be kept closed. There were
no other temporal tokens of such a thing as a state ofwar in Rome. The
entire religious construct ofwar aimed, in fact, not at a temporal dis-
tinctior¡ but at a spatial one between domi-Rome, the permanent
sanctum ofpeace-andmilitíøe,where the rules ofwar applied: a dis-
tinction that could be lifted only in a few exceptional instances such
as a triumph. with the earþ removal of theJanus gate from the vicin-
ity of the citywall, together with an understanding, perhaps arrived at
in the third century nc, that allowed a war to consist in a series of an-
nual campaigns of varying outcome, ending only once a Roman vic-
tory had been achieved, new interpretations were possible. As early
as 23s nc, the gate had supposedly been closed in circumstances of
victory.ao It was important to Augustus to use such a ritual to load
the end of the civil war in z9 with religious significance, and he
would repeat it twice more (once as early as z5 nc); but, again, there
were only occasional later repetitions, for example by Nero and
Vespasian.

These were not isolated relics, fetched from the drawers of anti-
quaries, or from their think tanks, to be used by a detail-obsessed
ruler seeking to make his mark on the zeitgeist.at The ideas were
already there, already developed and reflected on; and they would
continue to be reflected on, by authors ofprose narratives and epics,
stage-plays, and poetry. As for Augustus himself, however, wherever
possible his aim was broad. The best example of this is the "saecular
games," the ludi saeculøres (fig. ¡Ð. In a mixture of different temporal
conceptions no longer fathomable to us, the initiators of these games
were manufacturing the start of a new Golden Age. central to the
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project was the Etruscan doctrine

of a limited sequence of wearisome

saecula, while at the same time the

games were understood to mark

the frfth return of the rro-Year fes-

3r.Reverseof adenariusof tive cycle of the city of Rome.a2 It

;#JÏiiïiiï:Ï;ffi1'Ï: -1',"' reast maintained that earrier

shieldstandsinfr."r.r"r,J celebrations ofthe ludiTørentini, at-

inscribed co(n)s(ul)xtilIlud(os) tested for 249 nc and named after

saec(ulares)Jec(iú).Photo, Museum the site at which they were held on
AugustKestnerHannover'inv' the Field of Mars, had this same

Mü ¡8q' Photo: christian Tepper' 
-""rirrg.n, Simultaneously, the or-

ganizers emphasized the søeculum as the maximum duration of a

À.r-"r, life: no Person born in one søeculum can experience the be-

ginning of the next but one. They moreover based the holding of the

!r-", on an oracle contained in the Sibylline books. Foremost in

Ihe texts of prayers, however, was not retrospection, but a new de-

parture: the Golden Age must be vigorously promoted'aa

Everyone was to attend; there would be no second chance in a

lifetime: this was precisely the meaning of the søeculum' What the

heralds wefe announcing was not participation in a sacrifice in the

form of a meal of meat, but the enactment of a completely new age

through the medium of religious communication.as The two bulls

forJupiter Optimus Maximus, sprinkled wlth molø søIsøby Lugus-

tus and Agrippa, would scarcely have sufficed, nor the nine each of

sheep 
"rrdlo"tr 

of the previous night. The quindecimuiriwho led the

.o-pl"* ritual under Augustus and Agrippa, who were their møgis-

frí, addressed themselves especially to married womeni mourners

were encouraged to cut short their period of mourning and take

part in the games; incense was provided' The nightly presentat-

iorr, *"r" followed by prayers and offerings, with stage-plays dur-

ing the day.

The wooden theaters used for the games were certainlylavish struc-

tures, but even they could accommodate a few thousand people at

most, no more than a fraction of the city's population' And the
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theaters were the only spaces with optimal acoustics. All the more ef-

fort, thery was expended on disseminatingrepresentations ofthe ritual,
as would be typical also for later saecular games under thé emperors

Claudius (oo +z), Domitian (ao S8), and Septimius Severus with
Caracalla (a.o zo4), and then again in AD z47.Event programs, often

including the complete texts ofprayers and hymns, were displayed in
the form of large-format inscriptions. In at least two years, 17 nc and

ao 88, series of coins were minted, depicting scenes that could be ob-

served in the city at large, such as the announcement of the games and

the distribution of incense. Religious communication on the part of
the emperor and his presumptive successor thus preserved their pres-

ence in the citybeyond the day and hour of actual delivery.

Th e Re ducti o n of Religi o n

Augustus redoubled the scope ofreligion through the everydaymedium

of the coin and the rapidly spreading medium of the inscription,a6

which spoke its authority loud and clear as it confronted readers in
the public realm.aT But he also reined in some aspects of religion. In
those very areas where, in the cityt past, religious communication had

aroused competitior¡ he sought to monopolize it. The decisive phase

was the decade after the victory at Actium (3r nc). Marcus Licinius
Crassus, consul for 3o BC, returned home to a triumph approved by
the Senate. On the basis of dubious arguments dredged from the ob-

scure depths of history, he was denied the special honor accorded to a

victorious commander who had defeated an opposing commander in
single combat: he was not allowed to lay down the defeated com-

mandert arms as "rich spoils" (spoliø opimø), after the precedent set

by Romulus. But Crassust aristocratic rivals were allowed to tri-
umph, and they garnered in his stead the immense prestige bestowed

by this parade of plunder and military conquest. By renouncing time-
honored customs and devising new stratagems, Augustus established

what was to become the long-term monopoly of the imperial family.ag

He no longer triumphed at all after his three-day triumph in z9 nc.
After a few triumphs by aristocrats subsequent to this date, Marcus

REDOUBLING OF RELIGION L95
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Agrippa, number two in the hierarchy of power, likewise renounced

the triumph due to him in 19 BC.4eWhat remained forhim and other

victors were triumphal distinctions and an honorific statue. In this

way, the entire civic space that had been so thoroughly affected by

the routes of triumphal parades was apProPriated by Augustus for

his own forms of communication.

I

z. Religion in Space

The appropriation is clearer still when it comes to built structures.

During the years after the victory over Caesar's assassins at Philippi,

the allied generals were widely active in restoring temples. How great

the actual need for such renovation may have been was quite beside the

point. Even when the military and financial basis of political Power

was to be sought in the provinces, many rivals shared the conviction

that a firm foundation was to be gained only in Rome and by a pres-

ence in Rome; even if, in particular contexts and at particular times,

such a presence could be obtained only indirectly through the use of

media. Such presen ce, again,was expensive, and it necessitated mili-

tary successes. Even after his unprecedented gains in prestige and

power betw een 2.g and z7 nc, Augustus again set offfor Spain.; s0 only

after his return from that theater and the conspiracy of z3 nc did he

resolve on a permanent presence in Rome. The balance between the

city and the provinces was difficult to achieve, but it inclined toward

Rome. And Rome no longer needed to seekbalance with other Italic

centers, as in the period preceding the social war. For an increasing

number of people Rome had become a "mnemoto pe," a cityladen with

memories and meanings. Space had become place.sl
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Temple Construction

The initiatives pursued by the holders of magisterial office in restor-

ing temples need not be seen as reactions to a late Republican decline

of religion. Structures have to be maintained, and there was as yet no
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permanent arrangement for the care of public buildings; this would

come later.s2 The manytemple foundations of the second centuryhad

thus created an unfulfilled need. But, how had the Roman population

received these structures, and how did they appropriate them for

their own religious practice? From the second century or¡ ever fewer

Romans took it upon themselves to deposit terracotta objects at

sacralized locations, and there was a consequent lack of interest in
devoting new spaces to this purpose. To many, it seemed more im-

portant and more appealing to participate as spectators at the great

ludi, especiallythe circus, and (although in much smaller numbers) in

the theaters. Monumentalized sanctuaries like the one dedicated to

Fortuna at Praeneste, or to Hercules at Tibur or Tusculum, offered

the appropriate spaces, and were doubtless used for such events.s3 It
was only around a few sanctuaries that groups crys talized,or themselves

undertook to carry out the building process, sometimes even at odds

with the powers that be. There were repeated attempts, for example,

to establish a cult of Isis on the Capitol, and also to prevent its estab-

lishment. It was a conflict that even Varro in his encyclopedic and

normative representation of Roman religion could not abstain from

describing.sa

The interest of a family in maintaining a little-used sanctuary may

have been slight, even when the sanctuary had been founded by its

own ancestors. But a victorious and booty-rich general might wel-

come the chance to join the elites in a restoration project, so long as it
was affordable and would lead to a lasting association between temple

and restorer. The first of these conditions, cost, depended on the na-

ture of the project, and on whether or not the builder confined him-

self to traditional materials. These restorations were not the occasion

for making Rome a city of gold or marble. Even for what amounted to

a new building, the prominent temple of Mater Magna on the Pala-

tine, renewed recourse washadto peperino t:uff,its surface stippled for

decoration.ss As for an enduring connection with the elite, this could

be contrived if a project was represented as being so fundamental

that a rededication with the appropriate festival day and building



inscription was justified. This could be realized most effectively by

moving the date of the foundation day, and that is precisely what is

reflected in subsequent calendars.só

In the case of anewbuild, the patronwasboth inclined and obliged,

in the spirit of competition, to reach further into his pocket and come

up with a more innovative plan. In 36 nc,the young Octavian built on

the Palatine a temple to the god Apollo that was only later linked with

the victory at Actium, ascribed by the victor to ,A.pollo. He not only

sheathed this templet exterior with gleaming white marble, but also

furnished it with gold. A combination of yellow paint and gold en-

sured that, from a distance, the pediments seemed to sit on the shim-

mering white building like a golden crown. Golden acanthus leaves

crowned the individual columns, while the dentils beneath the cor-

nice were picked out in silver and ochre. while earlier uses of gold, for

example in decorating temple ceilings, succeeded in impressing some-

one actually entering the structure, the color scheme described here

was also central to the temple's apPearance as one approached from a

distance.sT Contemporary observers reported being profoundly im-

pressed (flg. :").st The effect of the marble was soon to be even further

enhanced by the addition of tints.se

More lavish still, and destined to be the central element ofAugus-

tus's own Forum, was the Temple of Mars Ultor, vowed by the elder

Caesar's adoptive son in +z BC for the victory over his father's assas-

sins. The material Augustus used for the buildingt construction, not

to be completed until40 years later in 2 BC, was Carrara marble, newly

exploited by him as a building material for Rome. Two adjacent porti-

.o, d"firr"d a garden-like courtyard, while at the same time providing

space for statues ofhistorical personages, presented in two semi-circular

bays (exedrøe) as the most important Romans'

Augustus had only limited competition at this point. In the city of

Rome-and there only-he had established that oniyhe himself and

his continually redefined familywere qualified to endow public build-

ing projects. This relegated the entire senatorial class to projects in

oth", to-rs in Italy 
"rrd 

th" provinces, where patrons who were local

or only occasionally present were not seen as competing with a remote
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32. The so-called Campana terracotta f¡om the temple of Apollo palatinus, Rome,
showing two girls decorating an aniconic baitylos, an archaic symbol of Apollo,

75 X 6r cm, câ. 3ó Bc. Rome, Antiquario Palatino. akg-images / Erich Lessing.

ruler.60 Competition in Rome was thus confined to older buildings
and to Augustust own earlier projects. This was in any event enough
competition to create a pressure for increasing the size of porticos,
baths, and structures designed for games: a venue for sea-battl es (nau-

machiø); a circus and theaters; and, not least, temples.6l Here, specifi-
callypublic recreational spaces were created to complement the streets,
which were the liveliest places in the city, and had alreadybeen given
an Augustan aura by the Genius Augusti and Løres Augusti. These com-
mon spaces were locations for relaxation, conversation, pleasures of
the eye and-time and again-of the memory. Already in the late Re-
public, Varro had met with friends in the Temple of Tellus for the pur-
pose of contemplating a map of ltaly.ó2 Augustus's development of such
an imperial monopoly, beginning in the 2os Bc, also forced the clans
to make adjustments to their prestige-seeking strategies. Perhaps the
most distinctive of these was the invention of table-sized equestrian
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statues. These permitted friends and relations still to be honored in

the stance that was the most appropriate for many kinds of distinc-

tions, but in a domestic sPace.ó3

It was perhaps the feeling that it was no longer necessary to think

within the standard guidelines governing the construction of tem-

ples, or even theater-temples such as Pompey had built, that inspired

the designers ofAugustus's building Program to take up and radically

alter yet another ancient form of cult structure. Whereas the common

circular altar was scarcely suitable as an object of public prestige, es-

pecially in its slender form reminiscent of an hourglass, platform al-

tars bearing no cult images opened up almost unlimited possibilities

of scale. It was with such an øra that Fortuna Redux, "the Fortune of

return," was thanked for Augustus's return from Hispania in 19 BC,

the annual games of the Augustølia on rz October consistently lav-

ished attention on her. What coins, our only surviving record, show

to have been rather a modest structure64 was far surpassed by the Ara

Pacis,A.ugustae, likewise commissioned by the Senate acting in con-

cert (flg. 33). The three wings of the altar table, whose interior was ac-

cessed by a total of seven steps, were more than four meters high; the

altar table itself stood in a space measuring more than eight times

nine méters, defined by walls that were themselves decorated with

marble reliefs, and interrupted only on the two longer sides.ós The

form and site of a further Ara Numinis Augusti are unknown, but it

must have been a significant altar, as four great priesthoods operated

there on the feast day.óó Augustan-period actors thus adopted pat-

terns of Greek court altars, as erected at Samothrace, Priene, Magne-

sia on the Menander, Ephesus, and of course Pergamum, that had

long been established in Italy. Such an enclosed altar was erected in

the second century sc at Lucan Rossano di Vaglio, perhaps as a sanc-

tuary of the Lucan federation on the territory of the laler municipium

of Potentia.6T -Ihe appropriation of this space by Augustus and the

Senate thus referred back to non-Roman forms of sacralization. Reli-

gious innovation anchored the Power of the princeps more frrmly in

the urban space.

p. ?ir
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33. The rnarble Ara Pacis Augustae, viewed from the southwest, with a
glimpse into the interior altar, 9 ac. The dimensions of the outer

wall are ro.SX11.óX7 m. akg-images / pftozzi.

¡. The Redoubling of Religion

with developments-more religious than cultural-centralized in
Rome and drive'bythe aforementioned actors, and the territorial ex-
pansion systematically pursued by those same actors (and destined to
continue for a further century), the Augustan Age represented a 

..sad-

dle period," not least in the history of religion. one way this expressed
itself was in the appropriation of religious forms of aristocratic com-
petition for the purposes of imperial patronage, initially monopolized
in Rome, but, step by step, often after i'explicable dela¡ and never
without local rivalry, spreading across the entire Roman Empire. I
have already spoken of the building of cult structures and the holding
of large-scale games and rituals; the dissemination of the emperor's
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image beyond Rome will be covered in the next chapter. Perhaps to a

still greater extent, however, this lengthy period (truly a saddle, not

merely a narfow mountain pass) was central to the media presence of

religion and its redoubled importance to contemporaries when deal-

ing with the tension between the political center and the empire, new

elites and the inhabitants of a metropolis.øs It can be attributed in

part to strategic initiatives, but was also a consequence of situation-

driven intensiflcations or multiplications of familiar practices, as will
now be shown by a few examPles.

Coins

The mass media available for the project were on the whole already

well embedded. Since the frnal third of the second century nc, first

the moneyers-the tresvir monetølis was an entry-level annual office

in a magisterial career-and then later the mints controlled by civil-

war generals had struck highly individual and programmatic coins

commemorating achievements of the moneyert family or even cel-

ebrating the moneyer himself. This was a convenient precedent to

follow.6e Such coins would now instead bear honorific references to

Augustus, his priesthoods, the temples he hadbuilt or merelyplanned,

and (not least) his achievements in the freld of ritual, for example the

saecular games that have alreadybeen mentioned.

But it was possible to take the use of coins even further. On very

rare occasions, late Republican moneyers had already used the dative

case on coins. This might be part of a graphic image, for example

when DIVO NL(IO) can be read on a temple architrave pictured on a

coin, and perhaps also in the case of the legend CLEMENTIAE

c,{Es,4.RIS encircling the image of a temple facade.7o occasionally,

however, such formulations appear to have been used in analogy

with dedicatory inscriptions, making the coin itself into an offering

without giving its users any reference to a more "real" gift. This ap-

plies to the legend CONCORD IAE that accompanies a head in 5z nc 
'

and, strikin gly, to the head of Cleopatra with the legend CLEO'

PATRAE REGIN,4.E REGVM FILIORVM REGVM in 3z nclr ln
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ró-r5 nc in Rome, Gaius Antistius Vetus had coins minted with the
legend,{POLLINI ACTIO, which was copied for example in Lugdu-
num (Lyon) in r5-r3 Bc on an aureus bearing the legendãCT,proba,
bly to be integrate d as (Apollini) Act(io).72 Prestige and performance
coincided here.

Støtues and Calendars

Less mobile, but more durably visible and less susceptible to being
copied, were ceremonial inscriptions. Here we might think of the pro-
tocols of the Arval brethren, mentioned above, in the sanctuary of
Dea Dia before Romet gates (from about zg Bc) and those of the

quíndecimviri sacris faciundís concerning the saecular games of ry nc;
also the gradually expanding phenomenon of the marble calendars
(fasti),which began as space-fillers within the ensemble of the Arval
Acts, but went on to carry all before them in presumably quite unin-
tended fashion; and finally the monumental R¿s gestae diui Augusti,

the account of the deeds of Augustus. Included in the same category
are murals and reliefs such as adorned the Forum Augusti and the Ara
Pacis, with their graphic portrayals of religion. Artists in these media
cast religious practice in durable form, going beyond the short-term
spectacles provided by victory games and triumphs. This redoubled
presence of religion was not in itself entirely new, as can be seen from
the substantial sequence of ritual inscriptions from Umbria, the Tabu-

lae lguuinae. Owing to its concentrated occurrence in the period under
discussiory however, this redoubling changed the character of religious
communication in and beyond Rome. Ensemble copies of the Summi
Viri, either statues of the same historic Romans as in the portico of
the Temple of Mars, or at least the elogiø from the statues' bases,

reached Pompeii, Arretium, and several locations in Hispania.T3

The Elogiø Tarquiniensiawere formed under the same influence.Ta

The calendars merit a second look. With their feast days (feriae)

and temple foundation days (dies nøtøles templorum), they became in-
creasinglywidespread in Latium as a medium of religious memorial-
ization from as early as the beginning of the second century nc. But it
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was only Caesar's calendar reform (a6 nc) that gave the graphic form

of the calendar, theJasti, sufficient popularity that it inspired some

local actors to erect the Italic marble calendars of the Augustan and

Tiberian Age, some of which were enormous.Ts while these initially

recorded the traditional religion of the city of Rome writ large, espe-

cially the new dedication days relating to the numerous temple restora-

tions,76 such examples as the Tiberian-age Fasti Amiterni demonstrate

that the calendar was rapidly coming to be dominated by the growing

number of imperial festivals, listed with comprehensive historical

notes (". . . because member X of the imperial house performed Z on

this day. . ."). Bythe end ofthe reign ofthe firstAugustus-admittedly

a long period-the Senate had approved some thirty new feriae' The

l.rrgtlty *ording of new entries affected the appearance of the calen-

d"r. th" clear layout of columns of numbers and letters, and the ample

space between the columns representing the months, became clut-

tered with quantities of small letters, all pointing to some detail of

imperial genealog¡ emperors' biographies, or their achievements'

rh" -orr"r.hy took visible shape even beyond the distance at which

the small characters could actually be read. If the Ides, the traditional

mid-month feriøe (usually given toJupiter on account of his connec-

tionwith the bright sky of the full moon) are excluded from the count,

imperial festivals started to outnumber the old feriae even in the city

of Rome. For purposes of reception throughout the Empire' the old

dates could 
""rily 

be set aside; but they too, to the urban dweller fa-

miliarwith the genre, bore the savor of the Principate. Restorations of

temples were frequently combined with a change in the dedication

daynoted inthefasti.
By reproducing the detailed inscriptions of the Roman calendar'

the leaders of voluntary associations and magistrates in central ltalic

towns enabled their populations to imagine public Roman rituals be-

yond any possibilitiof actual local imitation. This representation of

religious practice was not a guide to the rituals, but rather a performa-

tive act in its own right. ForAugustus, whose presence in the calendar

grew ever larger as liis m"morial days and festivals multlplied, the cal-

endar offered an ideal medium for projecting his double role as god

iir
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and source of local legitimation. For those endowing these calendars,
the details of the contents played only a minor role. This is evident
from the frequent errors. In similar fashion, especially in êreece from
the second centuryBc onward, individuals installed clocks in sanctu-
aries, not to regulate cult ceremonies, but as a demonstration of their
technical sophistication.TT The fø.sfl offered an alternative in Rome,
but patrons drawn to the connection between the sun and theology
might instead erect solar clocks, as many did in the Iseum Campense.Ts

It is through such dealings with the calendar that we are able to
pursue in detail the redoubled presence of religion.Te But the effect that
the focus of attention onAugustus and his successors had was not in-
consequential when it came to the physical media: marble was not the
most suitable material in which to list the rapid proliferation of impe-
rial festivals, or to purge the list of festivals eliminated upon a change
of regime. The sumptuous marble calendars disappeared from public
view after Tiberius, to be replaced by painted mural forms, while
book calendars resumed a prominent position, initially in roll form
and later as codices.

Texts

A third genre gives an even clearer picture of the interplay between
individuals' perceptions and initiatives and their productive appro-
priation of impetuses from above. The redoubling of religion in purely
visual terms, in coins and calendars, was joined by textual representa-
tion. Historians like Dionysius of Halicarnassus in Greek and Livy in
Latin should be mentioned here, whose worþ although entirely criti-
cal in some detailed respects, was marked by a concern to integrate
contemporary practices into a view of the past that explained such
practices as vestiges of ancient Roman norms, and viewed them from
the perspectives of historical actors.s0In the coinage of the city of
Rome, bronze medals, showing Augustus and the mythical king
Numa on the obverse and reverse respectively, were struck in the very
years around z3 nc when Livy's first books, and passages of Virgilt
epic treatment of Aeneas and Romet beginnings, were just coming
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into being.sr At almost the same time, some of Tibullus's published

poems i.r.lod"d conceptions of ritual practice from Rome's origins.s2

This discourse was not a Roman invention either, but it did open

up purely Roman material to a literary exchange that, while always

incomplete, increasingly spread throughout the Empire' The narra-

tives of the victors were here joined by the interpretations of those on

the losing side, militarily and politically, where these were not already

part of tÀe discourse (e.g, in the form of the frrst two books of the

Maccabees), along with the comparative perspectives of Hellenistic

Jews like Philo of Alexandria, who described the role of Moses as

founder of a religion, analogous to Numa, a founder figure in Roman

texts.83 To forestall misunderstandings: the "redoubling of religion"

addressed here did not lead in the Greco-Roman world to anything

like that long development of religious texts in various genres, largely

based on frctitious historiography and the social criticism and visions

of prophets, that in Persian-HellenisticJudaism culminated in narra-

tives and collections of maxims and psalms. F{owever, Hellenistic texts

in Athens, Pergamum, and Alexandria, together with products of the

late-flourishing of late Republican and Augustan literature, made it

possible for intellectuals úo speøk of areligious tradition of their own,

.rrd to conceive of it as capable ofbeingviewed apart from actual con-

stellations of historical and political circumstances. Only now could

administrators export their constructs in the form of statutes such as

the lex coloni øe Iuli øe IJ r s o nen si s, and embark upon the kinds of religious

comparisons that might form a basis for acceptance or rejection.

¡ust how specific the reactions of intellectuals could be is revealed

to us by two poets of the mid and late,{ugustan Age' Shortly after 16

nc, Sextus Propertius published a collection of poems on the theme
,.cults and festivals." The thread running through these poems was

not the calendar, however, but localities either in Rome or, like La-

vinium, within the ambit of Rome's religious activity. At the central

point of the booþ the poet celebrates the victory at Actium, in the

process referring to the Palatine Temple ofApollo, the subject a Poem

he had written in an earlier book.sa What is, however, important to
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him is not to turn his attention constantly toward,A.ugustus, but to
express the multilayered quality of the Roman memory-scape: histori-
cal, social, and sexual. This may be illustrated by a poem toward the

end of the book. It relates how Hercules one day drives his cattle to the

Palatine Hill in Rome. A local thie{, Cacus, steals them from him,
driving them-backwards, in order to conceal the hiding place-
into a cave. The lowing of the cattle betrays him, and Hercules strikes

him down. On the "cattle pasture" where he has driven his herd, Her-
cules is smitten by thirst. A shady grove promises him refreshment,

but the girls playing there refuse him entry: no admittance to men. In
a speech interspersed with mythic instances, Hercules begs to be al-

lowed in; but he is unable to persuade the priestess in charge of the

place. He finally forces his way in, quenches his thirst, and builds a

'Îery large altar" in thanks for the recovered cattle. He then imposes

the condition that no female should be allowed to worship there, thus

avenging for all time his unslaked thirst.ss The topographical refer-

ence is unmistakable. Close to the Roman "cattle market" on the bank
of the Tiber was an arø møxima, a cult site called 'iery large altar," at

which Hercules was worshipped. Here, successful merchants and

generals each dedicated a tenth of his profit or plunder, and magis-

trates performed important sacrifices. The exclusion of women from
this cult demanded an explanation. The myth provided a reason and

gave the place a special significance, while binding the ltalic past with
the local present.s6

Some two decades later, Publius Ovidius Naso embarked on a vir-
tually encyclopedic opus: a record, with a commentary in elegiac dis-

tiches, on the Roman/øsú1. Completed in exile only up to the sixth
book, June, it provided a day-by-day chronicle of the festivals of the

Roman year, along with the poet's own emphases. Augustus was al-

ready a very prominent figure, and the book was originally dedicated

to him. Going beyond religious practice, however, Ovid also used the

calendar as a framework for the presentation of cosmic myths, con-

centrating on the risings and settings of constellations: Augustan selÊ

reflection and selÊrepresentation surpassed the realm ofthe city, and
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aimed for the stars.87 The first astrological manual in Latin verse' the

epicwork of Manilius, is also to be assigned to this period; it mayhave

been published shortly after 9 ao'88

Re øctio ns an d Refl e cti o n s

Writing during the reign of Tiberius, that is to say in the immediate

aftermath of the Augusian Age, valerius Maximus collected "memora-

bledeedsandsayings,,bysiftingthroughquantitiesoflateRepublican
and Augustan historiographic literature' He chose a topical arrange-

ment rather than a continuous narrative, and in this way made the

,.documents" of earlier people of virtue easily accessible.se valerius

relied for his authority on his skills as a historiographer' not on any

moral stance' He assigned foreign examples second place in every cat-

egory, but "deeds arrd sayings of the city of Rome and of foreign

piopi", worthy of memory," to quote the verybeginning of his booþ

*"re all documented in a series comprising a history part homemade

and part the work of immigrants'eo For the empire of the early Princi-

pate, only a universal history would suffice' and Valerius dedicated it

to Caesar Tiberius, the person in whom lies the "consensus of men

and gods and the ruling of sea and land"'el

Fiom the point ofview of observers in the verylate Republican and

earþ Imperial Age, the complexities of the divine were a branch of

l"urrrirrg, 
", 

I have shown above; and knowledge learned was the basis

forsuccessfullytappingthereligiousresourcesofferedbythedivine
in the shape of numerous propitious deities' The gods were present as

actors about whom something could be known' Their presence Per-

sisted in the form of narratives, but they could be multiplied, pinned

down, and given better shape by being "known about"'e2

InthefrrstchapterofhisfrrstbooþValeriuspresentsaselection,
andbyhisverychoicesheconstructshisparticularimageofreligion.
Valerius's selection forms the basis of many modern accounts of Roman

Republican religion; but as a selection it is far from traditional, and thus

cannot be consequential for later understanding. It describes a religion

where rules take precedence over all else, and public priests are at the
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very center of things byvirtue of their total control of religious knowl-
edge. However, knowledge about religion was not purely an academic

enterprise. Augustus burned two thousand oracular books because

theywere concerned with divinatoryknowledge.e3 Astrological knowl-
edge was intensively tapped by the emperor Tiberius himsel{ em-

ploying specialists like Scribonius and Tib. Claudius Thrasyllus.ea

Divinatory knowledge was also potentially dangerous.es In eo r7
mathemøtici were driven out of Rome together withJews,eó and in the

preceding year some had been executed for taking part in an alleged

conspiracy.eT According to Suetonius, Tiberius demanded that no hs-

ruspexbe consulted except in public and in front ofwitnesses.e8

For Valerius, religion was not a fixed code to be learned by heart.

Tradition, or "ancient customr" was not a fixed resource either. Tales

of exemplary behavior from some kind of past-even one that was

not chronologically fixed-show that religious knowledge was to a

great extent practical in nature, encoding the actions ofvirtuous men.

Valerius shared with his contemporaryVelleius Paterculusee a fun-
damental belief in the continuity of a Rome that we tend to divide
sharply into "Republican" and "Imperial." To emphasize that conti-
nuity, he focused on persons and virtues rather than explicit rules and

offices. The primary source of continuity was, in his view, religious

practices, which in part dated back to the founding of the city, as he

stated in the case of the auspices.rOO A past composed of values was

made concrete in "documents" and "lessons taughtr" universalized in
narratives from both home and abroad, profiled by a few contrasting
moral tales, and finally naturalized and immunized by the mysterious
effects of Nature herselfi by miracles.r0t Like Varro, Valerius gives a

list ofgods, but he presents it in the form ofstories from history. Start-
ing with two stories about Castor and Polluxrl02 Valerius then lists

Aesculapius,Juno, Fortuna, Silvanus, Mars, the Penates, DivusJulius,
Fortuna, and Apollo. This was a religion based on learning, and on

people adhering to a knowledge that was capable of facing the extra-

ordinary challenge of the divine presence.

Valerius's religion is centered on "the emperor as a living
god."ro: Castor and Pollux must have been prominent in Tiberius'
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selÊrepresentatiory for he had dedicated their temple as earþ as aD 6.104

Valerius narrates a religion that, centered in but no longer confined to
the city of Rome, offers carefully ordered historical proof of the ben-

efrts of divinization. Religion is based on rules, controlled by priests,

but above all subject to a virtuous quality exemplified and deified in
the person of the living emperor. The individual actor is scarcely pres-

ent, except as a reader. But literary texts made both the cultural and

the natural cosmos accessible to the individual, and it is such individ-
uals who must now take center stage.

VIII
Lived Religron

THE FIRST TO SECOND CENTURIES AD

rr rs BASY rO BE SEDUCED bythe sources into concentrating on elite
actors, or even on the emperor and his advisors alone. But the signifi-
cance and success oftheir religious activity developed against the back-
ground and within the spectrum of the patterns of activity and concep-
tions of the population as a whole. To this elite actors responded by
maintaining that their own mode of action was oriented by norms, by
the res publica and the mos møiorum, in other words by the goals of a
common good and tradition. where Plato favored religious control
coming from Delphi over "democratic" city governance, cicero asked
private individuals to turn to the þublic priests" recruited from the
ruling elite.r Their utterances proved much more durabre than popular
conceptions, with the result the these two individuals facilitated an ap-
propriation of antiquity that was constitutionalist and legalist in the
second halfofthe nineteenth century, and structuralist in the second
half of the twentieth.2

But how did lived religion lookin antiquity, not from the perspective
of the (city) state or even the Roman imperium, but from berow? what
were the experiences, conceptions, and practices that people, whatever
their social positiory made their own and used, each according to their
circumstances?3 what did the individual take from magnificent pub-
lic spectacles? How did his or her own domestic or neighborhood cus-
toms combine with notions received at first-, second-, or third-hand

2tt
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Bierl, Lämmle, and\Masselmann zoo7.

¡ó. See Müller r993; Winiarczykzooz; WhitmarshzoS,49-62; on the euhemeristic inter-

pretation ofmyth: Roubekas zotz, Hawes zot4, z5-28.

37. See Battisto ní zoro, 7 9 -rrr.
38. See generally: Bickerman r9ó8, Samuel 1972, Möller and Rüpke zooz.

39. Rüpke zoo9b.

4o. Erskine z oor,

4r. See Feeney zoL6, z43.

42. Xenophanes, frs. tt, r4, and 15 Diels-Kranz.

43. See Hawes zor4, z8-35.

++. Cf.ibid., ts-66.
4s. Cornutus ¡s.z (tr. D.M.B. Richardson)'

4ó. Essler zo., z6z (col. ro). Further essential texts by Cornutus: Obbink 1996, Philo-

demus zoo9.

47. On the critique of imager¡ see e.gr Graf zoor, 233.

48. See Piano zor3; for Nyx/Night, see Piano zoro.

49. Overview: Rüpke zor4f, 69-7o'97-ror.

5o. See e.g, frs.3 and s Beck/Walter (Dreams of ,{eneas); fr.7a (Plut. Rom. z'z); lb
(Dion. Hal. r.79.r3) (ritual practices of Romulus); fr. 15 (Livy r.55.8) (financing of the Capi-

toline Tempie).

5r, See Levene 1993, Davies zoo4'

52. For full accounts of the phenomenon, Ma zor3' For Rome, Stewart zoo3'

53. Miano zort.

s+. Plin. HN ¡+.3o-r; Sehlmeyer t999, r5z-6t.

55. Polybius 6.53. On this interpretation of thefunus publíütrø, see Rüpke zoo6e, Rüpke

zoo8c.

56. See Sallustius, Iugurtha 4.5-ó on the memoria and its incentive effect within the

great families.

s7. See Cancik zorza.

58. For a briefaccount ofAtthidography, see Rhodes r99o; briefly on Philochorus, Brod-

ersen 2o13.

s9. A variation on the theories of Ungern-Sternberg 1988, z6z-65. See also Ungern-

Sternberg zoo8r 5z8.

óo. Fabius Pict or lur. fr. 6 Seckel/Kübler (Serv. auct' G eorg. tzr).
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ór. For a full account ofthis identiÂcation, FS no. róoo.

ó2. See a more complete account in Rawson 1985; Rüpke zorzf.

ó3. On these conflicts, see Beard 1994 and Beard, North, and Price 1998, ro8-r3.

64. Rüpke zotzf, nt-25.
65. Yarrow zoo7, z6-TTj Rüpke zorza, rrz-r3; Rüpke zorzf, zr8.

ó6. See Rüpke r99ob; Flower zor5; and for a general treatment, Smith zoo9.; Scholz and

Walter zor3.

ó7. Greece: Chaniotis 1988,; Peró uorz (on internal orientation: z5). Ennius: Rüpke

zoo6c; Rüpke zorrd, ro5-ro8. Further instances: Rüpke zorzg, 95-110.

68. Rüpke rgg5a, 39r-416, and Rüpke zorr d, nt-39.
69. See above, Ch. IV.:,.

7o. Cautiously: Belfiore zolo.

7r. On archaic elements, see Gabba 1988, 16z-3.

72. On Cicero's second book O n laws, seeR.drpke zot6c, zt-3t.

73. See Crawford ryg6b,3ó2. At ibid., 396, an attempt is made to reconstruct a vague

concept ofreligion for the lex Ursonensis.

74. Gabba 1988, r58.

75. Thus also Raggi zorr t 342-43.

7ó. See chs. 65,69-72; also central to ch. rz8. For more details, see Rüpke zor4b, 113-36.

Cf. Raggi zoo6,7rg, on the self-evidence of such public financing inthelater lex Irnitana.

77. What foilows is based on Rüpke zorzf, tgL-2oz.

78. Thus also the reading ofFeil r98ó.

79. Cic. Nat. D. r.rr8-r9; similarly Lacta ntits, Institutiolrs 5.r4. On the concept of pietas

as an essentially social relationship, see Schrö der zotz.

8o. See Henrichs zoro.

8r. My inference. This is the philosophical agenda that is repeated in Cicero's following
work, On divination (z'l4ï-g).

82. So far as we can tell, Cicero is here making a polemical point, which fails adequately

to acknowledge the broad acceptance oftraditional gods byboth earlier and contemporary

Epicureans (see Obbink zoor).

83. Cf. Henderson zoo6 and Krostenko 2ooot 3s7.

84. Henderson zoo6.

85. Van Nuffelen z oro, zorr. The Stoical idea ofrational cohe¡ence may be a factor in the

background here (Long zoro,53).

ChapterVII: The Redoubling of Religion
in the,{ugustan Saddle Period

r. On the work itself, see esp. Cardauns 9T6,Jocelyn 1982, Traver 1997 Rüpke zoo5e,

2Or4C,

z.Yarro, Antiquitates rerum diuinarum fr. 4 Cardauns. On the etymological method in

theolog¡ see Blank zorz, 279-88.

3. Ibid., fr. za.
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4. Wallace-Hadrill zoo8, z3ó.

5.Yarco, Ant. rer. d¡u. fr. zo6 Cardauns.; aniconism: fr. r8.

ó. Rüpke zorzf; similarþWallace-Hadrill zoo8, z15-5r (see Wallace-Hadrill 19 97a, 5-6).

No expectation comparable with Cicerot claims for consistency existed in the normal leg-

islative process (Walter zor4a, r7).

7. See Cramer 1954, Barton 1994, Wendt zor5.

8. Deshours 2or1, 3o3-1ó.

9. See Gentili zoo5.

ro. On the Campana reliefs (løstra Campanø), see Strazzulla 1993.

rr. Groups ofstatuary: Ellinghaus 2oo4, 119.

rz. Bubenheimer-Erhart zoo4, 58-9.

r¡. Plin. HN:s.r6o. For the biograph¡ Sallmann 2oo2.

t4. Caesar, Bellum ciuile tzz.5; aiso, for the opposition, Bellum Africanum zz'

rs. Bleicken r99 8,297469. See also Walter zoro.

ró. Thus August. Gesf. r.r.

17. For a suggested structure, see Scheid zoo7b, xxxvii-xi.

r8. FS no. rorz.

r9. see FS for 35 Bc. up until the late Augustan Age, we know of fewer members of the

pontifrcal college than ofthe other ancient colleges. For the role ofLepidus, see the re-

cently discover eà Fasti Privernati.

zo. Tacitus, Annals tto.5. Nero (FS no. rztó) was the father of the future emperor Ti-

berius, whom Augustus adopted in ao 4.

zr. SeeAlbert r98o; Rüpke Lggoa,g7-tL7i Santangelo zoo8,zor4.

zz. Wiedemann r98ó; Rüpke r987.

23. cassius Dio 43.24.4; as in Tacitus's account of the pontiflcal opinion on octavian's

marriage, here too we frnd sarcastic language in the historiographical verdict on the event

(Pascal r98r,263). For a full account ofthe ritual, see Rüpke zoo9b.

24. Rüpke r993a.

25. See Cass. Dio 5r.2o.3. Scheid 1978, ó32-39 dates the beginning ofthe process to 36

nc; i.e., after the end of the SicilianWar and the capiiulation of Lepidus. On "invented tra-

dition," see Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983.

zó. August. Gest.25.3.

27. For a full account, Scheid r99o.

28. See ibid., r49. On the archaeology, see Broise and Scheid 1987 Broise, Scheid, et al.

2Or7.

29. Rüpke r995a, 45.

3o.Rüpke zor6c,rto-r4.Ontheeffectsofinscriptionsonbulletsandmissilesonthose

throwing them. Cf. Ma zoro.

3r. Scheid r99o , Too,referringto Cass. Dio 53'6.79.

32. Galinsky zo t3,32-36.

33. See Berthel etzor5,287-88; his assumption ofpaúiculat øuctoritas onthepart ofthe

augurs (ibid., zr5-r7), on the other hand, should be rejected.

34. Thus e.g., ActaArualia r Scheid (with integrations)'
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35. See Bremmer 1993, on the Salii; Demougin Lgg2, r7o' on the Luperci. For the Latin

priesthoods, especially the søcerdotes Caenínenses, see Scheid zoog' 287¡ but cf. Rüpke

zoo8a, to-tt,
3ó. Rüpke zorzg , tL4-tS.

37..A. full account in Tarpin 2oo2' 137-73, here rór; and Lott zoo4,8r-r7r' On the pre-

histor¡ see Niebling r95ó, Flambard r98r. For the development of the image, Rosso zor4.

38. Simon 1986.

39.Yarco, Ling.5.r65, with reference to Piso; on what follows, Rüpke rggoa'ß6-4t.

4o. Cf. Norden r9r5 (written in the middle of World War I!). Repetitions: Suet. N¿ro

3ó.r.; Orosius 7.3.7.

4r. Cf. Tiberius's remark about Augustus, cited by Galinsky ry96, z9z,lo the efect that

he had adapted something for the present out ofthe deepest past (Tac. Ann' +.ø)'

42. A full account in Censorinu s, Dies Natalís q.

43.Weiß973.

44. Galinsky zorz, roo.

45. Text and commentary: Schnegg-Köhler zooz (ILS 5o5o); on the ritual, see also Can-

cikry96.

a6. Alföldy ryel
47.M¿zotz, t4z-43.

48. Galinsky 1996, 385.

49. See Berthel et 2ols, zgo-gz and 3r8-zr.

.5o. Gurval 1995, r35.

5r. See Hölkeskamp 2oo1 and Miano zoo9, the latter on p. 367 mentioning above all

Augustan evidence. More generall¡ Smith zor5.

52. A full account is in Kolb 1993.

g. Zevi ry79; Ley and Struß 1982; AAW 1989; Meyboom 1995; Qrilici and Qrilici Gigli

rgg5. See also Meusel rgz3, Buchet zorz. For theatrical ritual in Pompeii, see Gasparini zor3.

54. See below, Ch. IX.t.

55. Mattern zooo, r53.

só. A full account in Gros rg76i Galinsky zoo7,73-74.

57. Zink and Piening zoo9.

58. See Prop. 2.3r.

59. Bradley zoo 6, zoo9.

6o,Zanker zoro.

61. Ibid., but without reference to temples.

62. Yano, Res rusticae the framing plot of the dialogue.

63. Eck zoro, 96-98: trøpezophora.

ó4. Richardson rggz, Ls7. On the occasion for the structure, see Bleicken998,36z.

ó5. For the description, see Andersen 2oo3; on the reliefs, Simon 1967; Koeppei 1987

1988; Settis 1988; Elsner r99r; Billows 1993. On the floral ornamental theme, Pollini zorz,

chs.5-ó.

ó6. See Bleicken 1998,38r.

67.De Cazanove zolr,36-38; see also Nava and Cracolici zoo5.
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óg. On the evolution ofpopulation numbers, see de Ligt zorz; de Ligt and Garnsey 2012i

Hin zor3.

69. Crawford 1985, Wallace-Hadrill 1986, Meadows and Williams zoor, NoLena zoor;

summarized in Williams zoo7.

zo.RRC s+o/z¡ (3ó nc); RRC ato/zr(4aøc),
zr.RRC 436/rand,s+l/t.Thegenitive,perhapsformallyalsopresenthere,wasusedin

representations ofbuildings, but the nominative was usual for heads'

72. Romøn Imperial Coinage Ausustus 3ó5-66 and r7o.

73. Shaya zor3, 95-roo.

74.CrawÍordryg6a, +2+.

75. Rüpke zoo3b; cf. FeeneY 2oo7.

7ó. on changes ofdate associatedwith restorations, briefl¡ see Rüpke zorrd, rz4.

77.Winter zot3, tgz.

78.Lbid.,ry4.

79. See Rüpke zor7a.

8o. See Berger 2011, 35o. For full accounts oflivy, see Levene 1993, briefly Scheid zor5,

who on page S7 rightly emphasizes the individual character of his position. On Dionysius:

Gabba 1982, Mora 1995; see also Clarke r99q on Strabo. Cf. Simonzorr, 437, onLivyt concern

to minimize the role of Greek culture in Rome's history.

8r. Mittag zorz, 25, on the coin series and its dating around z3 nc'

82. E.g., Tibullus u.5.

g¡. on Philo, see e.g, Barraclough 1984, sandmel 1984, walter 1987 williamson 1989,

Dyck zooz, Bloch zorr. On the Maccabees, Bickerman 1979, Honigman zor4'

84. Prop. z34here 4.6.

85. Prop. 4.9.

8ó. Cf. Fantham 2oo9,5-33.

87. See Rüpke rgg6b, zoo6f; Gee zooo. Cf. on the paraltegmatø associated with such

data, Lehoux zoo7. For a general treatment of. the Libri fastorum,Wallace-Hadrill 1988,

Scheid r992, Herbert-Brown r994, Fantham zooz.

88. On Manilius, see AbrY zou.

89. The following paragraphs summarize Rüpke 2or6a.

9o. Ibid.

9r. Val. Max. r, pr.

9z.Cf.Yarco,Ant.rer. diu.fr.3: pro ingentibenefcio . ..iactøtpraestare se ciuibus suis, quíanon

solum commemorate deos, quos coli oporteat a Romanis, uerum etiøm dic¡t, quid ad quemque

pertíneat.

93. Suet.,{ag.3r.r.

94. Suet. Tib. r4,z and 4. see the general judgement in 692 citca deos ac religiones negle-

gentior, quippe øddictus mathematicae . . .

95. See Rüpke 2oila, 105-1o9 and Fögen r993, on the radicalization ofthe problem from

the third centuryao onward.

q6.S¡rct.Tib.ñ.

97.Tac. Ann.2.3t.
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g8. Suet. Trb. ó¡.

99, Cowan zorr, x.

roo.Val. Max. r.4.r.

ror. Val. Max. r.8. ext. r8; cf. the repetition of the notion "nature" in z, pr.

roz. Val. Max. r.8.r; see z' -ro for the following'

ro3. Mueller zooz, r75.

ro4. Wardle zoo o, 489-9o.

Chapter MII: Lived Religion

r.Plato, Res publica 4z7bc; Cic. Leg. z.zo and z5 (see also z.zr in respect ofritual errors).

z.John scheid has proposed the best defense ofthis interpretation (scheid 2or6a), dif-

fering from Rüpke zor6e and Rüpke zoróc.

3. On the term, see above, p. ro'

4. On this dynamic, see Raja and Rüpke zor5a, Rüpke zor5d'

5. Köves-Zulaufr99o, rr, with full discussion ofthe misunderstanding.

ó. More details: Kajava 1994.

7. See the ¡ésumé by Dondin-Payre (zot)¡ on the historical development, Salway

t994.

8. Freedmen with fictitious "Latin" status, the so-called Latini luniani, constituted a

special case; they too possessed the tria nomina, but did not have citizenship (and so suf-

frage rights); they must have made up a not inconsiderable portion ofthe total: de Ligt and

Garnsey zorz,

9, See Plutarch, Roman questions ror; and Stupperich 1985, Goette r986a, r99o. On the

communicative dimension of clothing, Edmondson and Keith u oo9'

ro, Thus Varro, R es rusticae rt7.t.

¡. Unfortunatel¡ evidence for painted wooden tablets scarcely exists (see, for refer-

ences in wall painting, Stewart zot4, 357).

ru. For the diferent, even negative associations of simple but not archaic representa-

tions, see Mylonopoulos zor4, z8r.

r3. A full account is in Rosa zo16.

r4. See above, p. r33.

r5. Guryzoo8.

16. See e.g., Boehm and Hübner z ou, Gteen zor4.

17. Volk zoo9.

r8. Denzey Lewis zor3; see also Schildgen zorz'

r9. Horden and Purcell zooo. I am grateful to GregWoolf for reference to the severe

quantitative limits imposed on mobility by transport capacities and routes over long

distances.

zo. Stowers zoo8, ro.

zr. For classic portrayals ofdomestic cults, see Bakker r994; Bodel, Olyan zoo8; Boede-

ker eoo8; Giacobello zoo8; Nevett zoro.

zz. See Wallace-Hadrill zoo:.


